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After recently watching the Brazilian movie "Nosso Lar" (Our Home) a story of Heaven and a doctor's
arrival after suddenly passing away, I was intrigued about what the movie showed. I ask The Committee
to describe Heaven not about the things we might create there but how it will look overall, in general.
What is already there?
Hop aboard, off we go….
Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, what will we see when we return home.
Earth. Your life and all your family and friends and enemies who remain.

Q:
What and who do we see in Heaven?
C:
Earth; it is an extension of Heaven and you will be determined to see it, just as looked upon it
before you last traveled to live there, through your greater knowledge, understanding and experience. The
return to understanding of Earth you had and to your now greater understanding of yourself.
Q:
Does Earth look different to us, at that point?
C:
No; she will have changes as she always has, however these changes are not what draw your
attention, your fascination and fixation with the place you now hover above. Your understanding of
yourself you wish to feel, granted and earned through the magnificent opportunity Earth supplied, means
you will gaze long upon her and all the people of her surface and all the plants and animals and all things
of Earth, with a depth of love and desire and hope and understanding as there cannot be known on Earth.
The knowledge the emotions of experience give you will seem to be the largest jewel, the greatest wealth
and the grandest achievement, that you will look long and deep at the place that welcomed you and
cradled you as you passed through the steps of life, of frustration, success, hurt, pain, joy and pleasure and
have understood forgiveness and love by the absence and withdrawal of them, from time to place as you
lived.
Q:
There isn't a bright light shining down upon us, in a dark space like a room where we cannot see
the walls, just the bright light?
C:
This there is for some, if you desire and choose this. During your last dreams before passing on,
this will be chosen. If not, your Guides have a plan to always receive you and will await you with
happiness and smile as you cannot imagine.
Q:
So we might just rise above our body and hang around, literally?
C:
Yes, many of you choose this or some do not, if that would happen with no others around. Then
you would go elsewhere.
Q:
C:

Isn't there going to be a life review?
Yes, if you have planned it or decide to do it, there will be. This is common.

Q:
Is the review a burden? Is it difficult?
C:
No; quite to the contrary, it is an enormous and great pleasure for you and all your friends in
Heaven who together and each one alone, enjoy your review as they watch you look into your life. You
shall remember all the moments you examine and experience all the sensations of everyone, just as they
did. The remembrance of life and your feelings; this has no equivalent, so great a thing it is.
Q:
Many beings in Heaven forego a life on Earth or another planet, is that true?
C:
Yes, you who make this leap are unique; your choice is not common and you realize this instantly
upon return and this special nature you have drives you to look back upon the place that held you, cradled
you and led you to the understanding you now have, unknown before this most recent life. Nostalgia is
one human term for this feeling; the joy, sorrow, regret, appreciation, sadness and joy you feel on Earth as
you look back upon a place, a time, a person and a role that gave satisfaction and happiness but is no
more; this you see as you look back to Earth. Your heart fills then overflows with joy and no greater
happiness can the universe give you to look at your life and your love for it and all things you have.
Q:
Isn't the life review hard to do, feeling the pain and hurt of others who pass through experiences
we have?
C:
You know it will end; you understand why it happens. The sharpness of sensation you know
completes and so gladly you do review, as you planned you would.
Q:
What does Heaven look like, once we finish looking at Earth? If there were death, a wake then
funeral several days later, once that’s done, then where can we go and what does it look like?
C:
The sun still shines and you may go where you choose. We shall pick a place many go and
describe it.
There comes into view a meadow; the sun shines warmly and the breeze blows and it reminds you of a
warm summer day on Earth. The trees at the edge of the meadow loom green and lush; the yellow flowers
grow vibrant and the grass waves gently as the breeze passes over. Your friends await, they smile and you
run towards each other and then through one another, laughing and chuckling at the quick tickle this trick
provides. You lift yourself to soar above the grass, sometimes dropping to run again and sometimes flying
above, your arms hanging back as if drawn by gravity on Earth; this exists not but for the idea and desire
and so it is created.
Your run and flight bring you to a new clearing with grass so green, sometimes purple, violet or red; all
more beautiful and deep as your eyes cannot know; the limits to visible spectrum exist not. The waves of
ultraviolet add a depth and profoundness to color you only understand as you behold it again, in Heaven.
In this clearing come your friends and family, all who have gone and returned before you; the remainder
of others still on Earth also come to visit, and some of them may remember the dream, for no dream is it,
but for their memory of it.
This is one place and one look you give to Heaven.
Q:
C:

How does Earth look from Heaven?
As it does from any flying craft humans now have.

Q:
C:

We can go to the top of Mount Everest?
Yes; please do if this interests you.

Q:
C:

Go inside flying jets and sit in empty seats?
First class if you please.

Q:
Where do we live? Where do we set up home?
C:
Everywhere you choose, many have a house; you may create it as large or compact and place it
anywhere you prefer. This is common; it reminds all of the joy of Earth.
Q:
How does it look and feel to travel to another planet or another solar system?
C:
There is no feeling, just emotion and arrival; if you know of something, it is available. You may
visit all things you study. To see Jupiter, think Jupiter and look her way and in a few seconds of what is
called Earth time, it draws closer to you and then halts at precisely the distance you choose. You do not
sense movement of a body, and all things you choose to see come to you. No feeling of penetrating or
being thrust towards a place ever happens.
This is rotation of the spheres of arrangement of the universe; all rotate to align and create the intersection
around you.
Q:
What about another solar system around a star many light years away?
C:
It is only light years away by Earth views; choose your destination and you will begin to see its
approximation in a few seconds of Earth time sensation.
Q:
Extraterrestrials can make a trip from their star system in what humans think of as an hour or
hour and a half, sixty to ninety minutes. Not for your souls?
C:
No; nearly all places in all universes available appear by thought inside the Earth sensation of a
few seconds. Knowledge of a place, in Heaven, means it is mapped and connected. These all accompany
one another. Reading of a place on Earth still requires travel. In Heaven, knowing, for reading is optional
and not necessary, means it can be seen as easily as approaching and opening the door to it, that has
suddenly appeared.

Comments
Ahmed 28/10/2013 8:58pm
Quite a coincidence that I've seen mention of this movie for the first time twice in the past week. Are you a visitor of
afterlifeforums.com by any chance?
Patrick 30/10/2013 9:05am
No, Ahmed, I've never heard of that website until now.
Allen
28/10/2013 10:21pm
This one caught my attention, was fascinating (soothing, somehow), and then I got to the bottom and thought "Damn! Gotta wait
until part 2.... F**k". I didn't want it to end.
Mike
29/10/2013 9:46am
Sounds a lot like that other book and film - The Five People You Meet in Heaven http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Five_People_You_Meet_in_Heaven
Strange I was discussing this topic last night and had a mysterious visitor who seemed to have come to take notes of my
conversation. Hmmnn.
What if those family and friends you get to meet, you don't wish to meet. I assume you can choose this?
Is it true that if a spirit visits a planet or star with a strong magnetic field it can interfere with the spirits energy?

Patrick 30/10/2013 9:44am
Take notes or supply them?
Generally, no a magnetic field will not affect a spirit as we are all a form of what humans consider electromagnetic energy or
waves. We can tune in & out to a great extent, as spirits.
People we'd prefer not meet will likely become the ones we first want to encounter; human impressions will expand and change,
the reasons for the dislike suddenly understood in a much larger context of meaning.
Mike
30/10/2013 4:11pm
It was my partner who picked up on it not me and she was confused as to whether it was her guide or mine. Which is another
problem when a couple are in a close relationship who the spirit has come through for.
She said he was listening and taking notes, but no interaction. Then he just faded into the background. Strange behaviour.
You say generally, which means this has happened then. What do you mean tune in? Speed up or slow down the vibration.
I have asked Erik to be present at my passing, so he can quickly bring me up to speed on things. I only have my partner and my
cat who I will want to meet. None of my family who have passed, including the ones I was closest to have hung around. Saying
that I never feel my GAG's around me, even when meditating. It just feels like a large chasm.
MoFo 29/10/2013 12:47pm
About damn time!! Thank you Patrick!!! Thank you for this post!! =D
jon besson
That was fun!

29/10/2013 1:20pm

Patrick 30/10/2013 9:08am
More to come....
Jennifer 30/10/2013 12:48pm
Q: So we might just rise above our body and hang around, literally?
C: Yes, many of you choose this or some do not, if that would happen with no others around. Then you would go elsewhere.
Can you please explain this to me?
If no others are around? You go elsewhere? Like, where?
Thanks Patrick :)
Patrick 31/10/2013 5:54pm
Let's get The Committee to explain:
"As you have returned home, your body becomes a point of departure, nothing more. This is not to suggest it was not important;
once your return home begins, its importance fades physically and no longer does it have significance, as 'now'. Because there
are often others around humans on Earth, all accompanied by Guardian Angels and Guides, this location on Earth becomes a
meeting place. In other moments a soul departs where few or unknown humans surround the place. We suggest a bus station,
an airport or taxi stand; this spot on Earth becomes a starting point however you often wish to visit with your Guides, who await
and welcome you, often someplace else. It can be anywhere, no relation to Earth distance applies. Your Guides and Angels will
have either planned the meeting or arranged it as you chose, long ago. Remember, there is no time but on Earth. Off the surface
in the dimensions of your true home, time, distance and location are not."

